Bolt Action Rifle

Nearly all infantryman in the First World War used bolt action rifles. This type of rifle had been
invented by a Scottish immigrant to the United States, James Paris Lee. The bolt is the device
that closes the breech of the barrel. The bolt-action rifle had a metal box, into which cartridges
were placed on top of a spring. As the bolt was opened, the spring forced the cartridges up
against a stop; the bolt pushed the top cartridge into the chamber as it closed. After firing, the
opening of the bolt extracted the empty cartridge case, and the return stroke loaded a fresh
round.
Cartridges were injected into the magazine by means of a clip. They consisted of open-ended
slides or cases within which a number of cartridges, 3, 5 or 6 were gripped by the spring metal
of the case or a spring incorporated in the base.
The Lee-Enfield was the main rifle used by the British Army during the First World War. Other
popular bolt action rifles included the Mauser Gewehr (Germany), Lebel (France), MannlicherCarcano (Italy), Springfield (United States), Moisin-Nagant (Russia), Mannlicher M95 (Austria) .

Machine Guns

In 1884 Hiram Maxim invented the world's first automatic portable machine-gun. Maxim used
the energy of each bullet's recoil force to eject the spent cartridge, insert the next and fire it. The
machine-gun would therefore fire until the entire belt of bullets was used up.
The Maxim Gun was adopted by the British Army in 1889. It was first used by Britain`s colonial
forces in the Matabele war in 1893-94. In one engagement, fifty police of the Rhodesian
character company fought off 5,000 Matabele warriors with just four Maxim guns. The design
was taken over by the Vickers Company and was used by the army for over seventy years.
The Maxim Gun could fire 400-600 rounds of small-calibre ammunition per minute. Each gun
had the firepower of about 100 rifles. The German Army's Maschinengewehr and the Russian
Pulemyot Maxima were both based on the same design. The American Army tended to use the
Browning Machine-Gun whereas the French Army preferred the Hotchkiss.
Machine-guns were positioned all along the Western Front. The machine-guns in use in 1914
required a crew of three to six men and were positioned on a flat trajectory tripod. For added
protection, German machine-guns were often housed inside concrete blockhouses.
Both sides also used smaller machine-gun posts. Germans built them in large numbers all along
the line at Ypres and Messines. Machine-gunners were deeply hated by the infantry and they
were more likely to be killed when captured than other soldiers.

Armored Cars

Armoured cars were first used by the British Army for the policing of distant colonial outposts.
By the outbreak of First World War the allies in Europe were using armour-plated, open-topped
vehicles with machine guns or other light guns or artillery pieces. The most popular British car
was the Napier that was first produced in 1912. The design consisted of a number of alternative
bodies which enabled the chassis to be adapted quickly for different roles
Armoured cars were used on the Western Front but they were limited in trench warfare because
they could not handle very uneven terrain. The British army used armoured cars with great
success in Palestine and in Mesopotamia where they were deployed in what had previously
been the Cavalry role of outflanking and pursuit.

Heavy Artillery

The word artillery was used to describe large-calibre mounted firearms. The calibre is the
diameter of its barrel bore. In the 19th century artillery was divided into light and heavy,
depending on the weight of solid shot fired. Light guns, deployed at battalion level, were usually
4-6 pounders, whereas heavy guns were 8-12 pounders.
At the beginning of the First World War the main support weapon for the British Army was
the long-barrelled field gun. Also available was the QF (quick-firing) field gun that had a recoil
system that bounced the barrel back into firing position.
Howitzers were developed to be used under cover or against hidden targets. These fired heavy
shells on a high trajectory through a short barrel and were the best type of artillery gun to
employ against fortifications.
Another high-trajectory gun was the mortar. The projectile was dropped into its broad, stubby
barrel and was fired by a pre-loaded explosive charge. By the end of the war some of these
guns were capable of firing shells up to about 2km.
The stalemate caused by the trench system resulted in military commanders demanding longrange heavy field guns. Heavy howitzers (200-400mm) could fire shells weighing over 900kg
over 18km. The British Army also asked for heavy guns that were light enough to be pulled
across mud and shell-shattered ground.

Beginnings of Tanks

The idea of an armoured tracked vehicle that would provide protection from machines gun fire
was first discussed by army officers in 1914. Two of the officers, Colonel Ernest Swinton and
Colonel Maurice Hankey, both became convinced that it was possible to develop a fighting
vehicle that could play an important role in the war.
On the outbreak of the First World War, Colonel Swinton was sent to the Western Front to
write reports on the war. After observing early battles where machine-gunners were able to
kill thousands of infantryman advancing towards enemy trenches, Swinton wrote that a "petrol
tractors on the caterpillar principle and armoured with hardened steel plates" would be able to
counteract the machine-gunner.
Swinton's proposals were rejected by General Sir John French and his scientific advisers.
Unwilling to accept defeat, Colonel Ernest Swinton contacted Colonel Maurice Hankey who took
the idea to Winston Churchill, the navy minister. Churchill was impressed by Swinton's views
and in February 1915, he set up a Landships Committee to look in more detail at the proposal to
develop a new war machine.
The Landships Committee and the newly-formed Inventions Committee agreed with Swinton's
proposal and drew up specifications for this new machine. This included: (1) a top speed of 4
mph on flat ground; (2) the capability of a sharp turn at top speed; (3) a reversing capability; (4)
the ability to climb a 5-foot earth parapet; (6) the ability to cross a 8-foot gap; (7) a vehicle that
could house ten crew, two machine guns and a 2-pound gun.
Eventually Lieutenant W. G. Wilson of the Naval Air Service and William Tritton of William
Foster & Co. Ltd. of Lincoln, were given the task of producing a small landship. Constructed
in great secrecy, the machine was given the code-name tank by Swinton. The first prototype
landship, nicknamed Little Willie, was demonstrated to Ernest Swinton and the Landship
Committee on 11th September, 1915.

Little Willie, with its Daimler engine, had track frames 12 feet long, weighed 14 tons and could
carry a crew of three, at speeds of just over three miles. The speed dropped to less than 2 mph
over rough ground and most importantly of all, was unable to cross broad trenches. Although
the performance was disappointing, Ernest Swinton remained convinced that when modified,
the tank would enable the Allies to defeat the Central Powers.

Beginnings of Chemical Warfare (Chlorine Gas)

The German Army first used chlorine gas cylinders in April 1915 against the French Army at
Ypres. French soldiers reported seeing yellow-green clouds drifting slowly towards the Allied
trenches. They also noticed its distinctive smell which was like a mixture of pineapple and
pepper. At first the French officers assumed that the German infantry were advancing behind
a smoke screen and orders were given to prepare for an armed attack. When the gas arrived
at the Allied front-trenches soldiers began to complain about pains in the chests and a burning
sensation in their throats.
Most soldiers now realised they were being gassed and many ran as fast as they could away
from the scene. An hour after the attack had started there was a four-mile gap in the Allied line.
As the German soldiers were concerned about what the chlorine gas would do to them, they
hesitated about moving forward in large numbers. This delayed attack enabled Canadian and
British troops to retake the position before the Germans burst through the gap that the chlorine
gas had created.
Chlorine gas destroyed the respiratory organs of its victims and this led to a slow death by
asphyxiation. One nurse described the death of one soldier who had been in the trenches
during a chlorine gas attack. “He was sitting on the bed, fighting for breath, his lips plum
coloured. He was a magnificent young Canadian past all hope in the asphyxia of chlorine. I shall
never forget the look in his eyes as he turned to me and gasped: I can’t die! Is it possible that
nothing can be done for me?” It was a horrible death, but as hard as they tried, doctors were
unable to find a way of successfully treating chlorine gas poisoning.
It was important to have the right weather conditions before a gas attack could be made. When
the British Army launched a gas attack on 25th September in 1915, the wind blew it back into
the faces of the advancing troops. This problem was solved in 1916 when gas shells were
produced for use with heavy artillery. This increased the army's range of attack and helped to
protect their own troops when weather conditions were not completely ideal.

After the first German chlorine gas attacks, Allied troops were supplied with masks of cotton
pads that had been soaked in urine. It was found that the ammonia in the pad neutralized the
chlorine. These pads were held over the face until the soldiers could escape from the poisonous
fumes. Other soldiers preferred to use handkerchiefs, a sock, a flannel body-belt, dampened
with a solution of bicarbonate of soda, and tied across the mouth and nose until the gas passed
over. Soldiers found it difficult to fight like this and attempts were made to develop a better
means of protecting men against gas attacks. By July 1915 soldiers were given efficient gas
masks and anti-asphyxiation respirators.
One disadvantage for the side that launched chlorine gas attacks was that it made the victim
cough and therefore limited his intake of the poison. Both sides found that phosgene was more
effective than chlorine. Only a small amount was needed to make it impossible for the soldier to
keep fighting. It also killed its victim within 48 hours of the attack. Advancing armies also used a
mixture of chlorine and phosgene called 'white star'.
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